Instructions

Welcome to Main Street Game

Games and puzzles available now!

Look for these other games:

- Neighbourhood
- School 24 Piece Puzzle
- Neighbourhood
- Daniel's Tigers
- Neighbourhood
- Daniel's Tigers
- Neighbourhood
- Daniel's Tigers
- Neighbourhood
- Daniel's Tigers
- Neighbourhood

This game does not require reading.

Note to parents/caregivers:

Ensure that children use their manners and say “thank you” for their gifts.

The winner is the player who lands on pass the finish space with a full backpack card.

When a player's backpack card is full, all the (5) gift tokens on this page...

Welcome Neighborhood.

2 to 4 players.

Ages 3 and up.
Welcome to Main Street.

Setup:
1. Find a location on the game board.
2. Draw your cards.
3. Place all 20 Tile Tokens.

Moving: The youngest player goes first and play passes to the left. On each turn:
- Draw a Tile Token.
- Place your Tile Token on a Tile in the Game Board.
- If you land on a Tile with a Tile Token, you must remove the Tile Token from the Game Board.

Objectives:
- Break the Code and win the game.
- Collect all 7 cards.

Gameplay:
- Each player draws 10 cards from the deck.
- The first player to solve the Code wins the game.

Materials:
- 60 Tile Tokens
- 7 Card Deck
- 10 Card Holder
- 1 Game Board
- 20 Card Sleeves
- 1 Rulebook

Thank you for playing Main Street.

1. Place the Tile Tokens on the Game Board.
2. Decide who goes first.
3. Each player draws 10 cards from the deck.
4. The first player to solve the Code wins the game.
5. Each player moves the Tile Token to a Tile on the Game Board.
6. The player who lands on the Finish Line wins the game.

Thank you for playing Main Street.